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TITANIUM MODELS



A striking frame available in a feminine range of colours.

ATHENA features a distinctive pattern on the temples inspired by Iceland’s glaciers.

Model: Athena C1

Size: 52-16-140

Color: Red



A striking frame available in a feminine range of colours.

ATHENA features a distinctive pattern on the temples inspired by Iceland’s glaciers.

Model: Athena C2

Size: 52-16-140

Color: Purple



A striking frame available in a feminine range of colours.

ATHENA features a distinctive pattern on the temples inspired by Iceland’s glaciers.

Model: Athena C3

Size: 52-16-140

Color: Black & Gold



BEYLA is a petite rounded rectangular frame with striking colour combinations. 
Pairing black with magenta, emerald green with red and metallic purple with gold.

Model: Beyla C1

Size: 52-15-145

Color: Black



BEYLA is a petite rounded rectangular frame with striking colour combinations. 
Pairing black with magenta, emerald green with red and metallic purple with gold.

Model: Beyla C3

Size: 52-15-145

Color: Brushed purple



BEYLA is a petite rounded rectangular frame with striking colour combinations. 
Pairing black with magenta, emerald green with red and metallic purple with gold.

Model: Beyla C4

Size: 52-15-145

Color: Pink



BIL is a rounded aviator featuring cut out detailing on the temples and a double bridge, 
which adds style and character.

Model: Bil C1

Size: 50-20-145

Color: Black



BIL is a rounded aviator featuring cut out detailing on the temples and a double bridge, 
which adds style and character.

Model: Bil C2

Size: 50-20-145

Color: Gun



BIL is a rounded aviator featuring cut out detailing on the temples and a double bridge, 
which adds style and character.

Model: Bil C3

Size: 50-20-145

Color: Blue



With the choice of four colourways, 
BRAGI is a simple yet striking round eye that offers something for everyone.

Model: Bragi C1

Size: 50-19-140

Color: Dark Gun



With the choice of four colourways, 
BRAGI is a simple yet striking round eye that offers something for everyone.

Model: Bragi C2

Size: 50-19-140

Color: Gold



With the choice of four colourways, 
BRAGI is a simple yet striking round eye that offers something for everyone.

Model: Bragi C3

Size: 50-19-140

Color: Black



With the choice of four colourways, 
BRAGI is a simple yet striking round eye that offers something for everyone.

Model: Bragi C4

Size: 50-19-140

Color: Blue



EDEL is a wider, rectangular frame for a sophisticated, but lightweight look. 
Each model comes in a mixture of striking colours, complementing its feminine character.

Model: Edel C1

Size: 51-16-145

Color: Pink & Black



EDEL is a wider, rectangular frame for a sophisticated, but lightweight look. 
Each model comes in a mixture of striking colours, complementing its feminine character.

Model: Edel C2

Size: 51-16-145

Color: White & Gold



EDEL is a wider, rectangular frame for a sophisticated, but lightweight look. 
Each model comes in a mixture of striking colours, complementing its feminine character.

Model: Edel C3

Size: 51-16-145

Color: Navy & Gold



EMBLA is a fashion conscious frame with a subtle colour palette creating a sophisticated look that 
complements any face shape.

Model: Embla C1

Size: 53-15-145

Color: Black



EMBLA is a fashion conscious frame with a subtle colour palette creating a sophisticated look that 
complements any face shape.

Model: Embla C2

Size: 53-15-145

Color: Purple



EMBLA is a fashion conscious frame with a subtle colour palette creating a sophisticated look that 
complements any face shape.

Model: Embla C3

Size: 53-15-145

Color: Blue



This unisex frame is fashion-forward and features a smart double bridge.
FULLA boasts a rounded front to suit many face shapes.

Model: Fulla C1

Size: 50-19-145

Color: Black



This unisex frame is fashion-forward and features a smart double bridge.
FULLA boasts a rounded front to suit many face shapes.

Model: Fulla C2

Size: 50-19-145

Color: Brushed Gun



This unisex frame is fashion-forward and features a smart double bridge.
FULLA boasts a rounded front to suit many face shapes.

Model: Fulla C3

Size: 50-19-145

Color: Brushed Brown



HEIMDALL is a classic rectangular men’s frame with contrasting bridge in three flattering colourways.

Model: Heimdall C1

Size: 54-18-140

Color: Black & Gold



HEIMDALL is a classic rectangular men’s frame with contrasting bridge in three flattering colourways.

Model: Heimdall C2

Size: 54-18-140

Color: Gun



This distinctively rounded yet angular frame bursts with retro vibes.
JESPER is available in stone, brushed brown and orange, there is a colour for every occasion.

Model: Jasper C1

Size: 47-22-145

Color: Stone



This distinctively rounded yet angular frame bursts with retro vibes.
JESPER is available in stone, brushed brown and orange, there is a colour for every occasion.

Model: Jasper C2

Size: 47-22-145

Color: Brushed Brown



A fashionable choice with elegant details. From the double bridge to the oversized lenses, KARA 
radiates personality and style.

Model: Kara C1

Size: 52-15-140

Color: Black & Gold



A fashionable choice with elegant details. From the double bridge to the oversized lenses, KARA 
radiates personality and style.

Model: Kara C2

Size: 52-15-140

Color: Teal & Gun



A fashionable choice with elegant details. From the double bridge to the oversized lenses, KARA 
radiates personality and style.

Model: Kara C3

Size: 52-15-140

Color: Brushed Purple



An oversized cat eye with ombré detailing on the fronts. Black turns to purple in C1, C2 features a gradient 
red and on C3 deep blue fades into bright blue. This ombré effect is a new addition to the collection.

Model: Lara C1

Size: 52-15-140

Color: Black & Purple



An oversized cat eye with ombré detailing on the fronts. Black turns to purple in C1, C2 features a gradient 
red and on C3 deep blue fades into bright blue. This ombré effect is a new addition to the collection.

Model: Lara C2

Size: 52-15-140

Color: Red Ombre



A classic rectangular frame, LOKI features bright colours on the inside of the temples that contrast with 
the overall dark exterior of the frame.

Model: Loki C1

Size: 54-17-140

Color: Gun & Blue



A classic rectangular frame, LOKI features bright colours on the inside of the temples that contrast with 
the overall dark exterior of the frame.

Model: Loki C2

Size: 54-17-140

Color: Black & Green



A classic rectangular frame, LOKI features bright colours on the inside of the temples that contrast with 
the overall dark exterior of the frame.

Model: Loki C3

Size: 53-18-140

Color: Brown



NOTT is a feminine choice with split colours on the fronts. 
Slightly cat-eye in shape but remains understated and subtle.

Model: Nott C1

Size: 52-16-135

Color: Black & Purple



NOTT is a feminine choice with split colours on the fronts. 
Slightly cat-eye in shape but remains understated and subtle.

Model: Nott C2

Size: 52-16-135

Color: Purple



ODIN delivers a stand out frame that portrays a masculine edge - bold
in style and available in a range of easy-to-wear colours.

Model: Odin C1

Size: 56-18-140

Color: Black



ODIN delivers a stand out frame that portrays a masculine edge - bold
in style and available in a range of easy-to-wear colours.

Model: Odin C3

Size: 56-18-140

Color: Dark Gun



ODIN delivers a stand out frame that portrays a masculine edge - bold
in style and available in a range of easy-to-wear colours.

Model: Odin C4

Size: 56-18-140

Color: Blue



ROSBERG is a larger take on the classic rectangular frame. C1 features a new colour of hand-sprayed gloss 
black titanium, while C2 is a subtle brushed gun and C3 is a bright and bold metallic blue.

Model: Rosberg C1

Size: 51-17-140

Color: Gloss Black



ROSBERG is a larger take on the classic rectangular frame. C1 features a new colour of hand-sprayed gloss 
black titanium, while C2 is a subtle brushed gun and C3 is a bright and bold metallic blue.

Model: Rosberg C2

Size: 51-17-140

Color: Brushed Gun



ROSBERG is a larger take on the classic rectangular frame. C1 features a new colour of hand-sprayed gloss 
black titanium, while C2 is a subtle brushed gun and C3 is a bright and bold metallic blue.

Model: Rosberg C3

Size: 51-17-140

Color: Bright Blue



A unisex petite rectangular frame. Stand out with the bold coral on C5 or opt for a Reykjavik Eyes Black 
Label classic of black with neon green/yellow with C1.

Model: Saga C1

Size: 51-17-135

Color: Black & Green



Not your every day glasses, SIF is a rounded frame with angular edges. The frame and temples feature a 
mix of contrasting colours, creating a unique look.

Model: Sif C4

Size: 51-16-135

Color: Dark Red



A smaller take on the classic round-eye, SKADI is a contemporary frame that exudes old-style elegance. 
This timeless model pairs well with any outfit choice and suits all ages.

Model: Skadi C1

Size: 47-22-145

Color: Brushed Gun



A smaller take on the classic round-eye, SKADI is a contemporary frame that exudes old-style elegance. 
This timeless model pairs well with any outfit choice and suits all ages.

Model: Skadi C2

Size: 47-22-145

Color: Black & Gold



A smaller take on the classic round-eye, SKADI is a contemporary frame that exudes old-style elegance. 
This timeless model pairs well with any outfit choice and suits all ages.

Model: Skadi C3

Size: 47-22-145

Color: Brushed Brown



A smaller take on the classic round-eye, SKADI is a contemporary frame that exudes old-style elegance. 
This timeless model pairs well with any outfit choice and suits all ages.

Model: Skadi C4

Size: 47-22-145

Color: Orange



SKOLL features a straight brow-line to emphasise the masculinity of it’s oversized rectangular profile.

Model: Skoll C1

Size: 58-18-150

Color: Black



SKOLL features a straight brow-line to emphasise the masculinity of it’s oversized rectangular profile.

Model: Skoll C2

Size: 58-18-150

Color: Brushed Gun



SKOLL features a straight brow-line to emphasise the masculinity of it’s oversized rectangular profile.

Model: Skoll C3

Size: 58-18-150

Color: Navy



Classic and easy to wear, STEFAN’s rectangular shape adds a contemporary and masculine edge to this otherwise understated frame.

Model: Stefan C1

Size: 53-17-145

Color: Black 



Classic and easy to wear, STEFAN’s rectangular shape adds a contemporary and masculine edge to this otherwise understated frame.

Model: Stefan C2

Size: 53-17-145

Color: Gun 



Classic and easy to wear, STEFAN’s rectangular shape adds a contemporary and masculine edge to this otherwise understated frame.

Model: Stefan C3

Size: 53-17-145

Color: Navy 



SUNNA is inspired by the classic Aviator style. Pairing black with vibrant lime green or blue and gold with a striking red.

Model: Sunna C1

Size: 55-15-145

Color: Gold 



SUNNA is inspired by the classic Aviator style. Pairing black with vibrant lime green or blue and gold with a striking red.

Model: Sunna C2

Size: 55-15-145

Color: Black



SUNNA is inspired by the classic Aviator style. Pairing black with vibrant lime green or blue and gold with a striking red.

Model: Sunna C3

Size: 55-15-145

Color: Gun 



A fashionable choice, SURT is a chic frame that features a thick brow line and cut out wing detailing.

Model: Surt C1

Size: 51-19-145

Color: Black 



A fashionable choice, SURT is a chic frame that features a thick brow line and cut out wing detailing.

Model: Surt C2

Size: 51-19-145

Color: Black & Gold



A fashionable choice, SURT is a chic frame that features a thick brow line and cut out wing detailing.

Model: Surt C3 

Size: 51-19-145

Color: Teal & Gun



THOR is a petite rectangular frame, available in three sophisticated colours. The refined frame delivers a classy feel.

Model: Thor C1

Size: 52-18-140

Color: Brown & Blue



THOR is a petite rectangular frame, available in three sophisticated colours. The refined frame delivers a classy feel.

Model: Thor C2

Size: 52-18-140

Color: Gun



THOR is a petite rectangular frame, available in three sophisticated colours. The refined frame delivers a classy feel.

Model: Thor C3

Size: 52-18-140

Color: Antique Brown



VILI is a classic round eye frame suited to many face types. Available in black with red inside temples, brushed gun with orange inside 
temples and brushed teal with pink inside temples.

Model: Vili C1

Size: 47-21-145

Color: Black



VILI is a classic round eye frame suited to many face types. Available in black with red inside temples, brushed gun with orange inside 
temples and brushed teal with pink inside temples.

Model: Vili C2

Size: 47-21-145

Color: Brushed gun



Model: Vor C1

Size: 50-20-145

Color: Blue

This wonderfully rounded frame takes on the classic Aviator look. VOR has dark features with brighter colours on the inside temples 
making it a stand out frame.



Model: Vor C3

Size: 50-20-145

Color: Black

This wonderfully rounded frame takes on the classic Aviator look. VOR has dark features with brighter colours on the inside temples 
making it a stand out frame.
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ACETATE IN-LAY &

TITANIUM MODELS



Model: Agnar C3

Size: 48-21-145

Color: Grey

AGNAR is a bold combination of acetate and titanium. The round eye profile is complemented by the double bridge and angular 
accents.



Model: Elena C2

Size: 51-18-140

Color: White & Gold

A clean and refined rounded style with modern colour combinations.
ELENA delivers a stylish look that complements most face shapes.



Model: Karl C1

Size: 51-19-145

Color: Grey

KARL is an oversized rectangular frame with a distinctive double bridge. 
The bold colourways deliver a sophisticated and unique look.



Model: Karl C2

Size: 51-19-145

Color: Black

KARL is an oversized rectangular frame with a distinctive double bridge. 
The bold colourways deliver a sophisticated and unique look.



Model: Markus C1

Size: 49-19-145

Color: Black

A unique square frame, MARKUS delivers a fashion-forward look in a range of colours.



Model: Sofie C2

Size: 50-21-145

Color: Nude & Gold

A perfect rounded frame that combines beautiful acetate with technical titanium. SOFIE is bursting with bold colours and lighter
shades around the bridge and temples.
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RIMLESS MODELS



Model: Arna C1

Size: 55-15-140

Color: Brush Red

ARNA is a slightly smaller rimless choice with quirky, angular shaped lenses. Easy to wear, this frame is available in a vibrant range of
contrasting colours.



Model: Arna C2

Size: 55-15-140

Color: Gold

ARNA is a slightly smaller rimless choice with quirky, angular shaped lenses. Easy to wear, this frame is available in a vibrant range of
contrasting colours.



Model: Arna C3

Size: 55-15-140

Color: Pink

ARNA is a slightly smaller rimless choice with quirky, angular shaped lenses. Easy to wear, this frame is available in a vibrant range of
contrasting colours.



Model: Eron C1

Size: 54-17-145

Color: Navy 

ERON is classic in shape with subtle angular edges around the bridge.
This best-selling frame is now available in six colourways to ensure there is something for everyone.



Model: Eron C2

Size: 54-17-145

Color: Light Gun

ERON is classic in shape with subtle angular edges around the bridge.
This best-selling frame is now available in six colourways to ensure there is something for everyone.



Model: Eron C3

Size: 54-17-145

Color: Black

ERON is classic in shape with subtle angular edges around the bridge.
This best-selling frame is now available in six colourways to ensure there is something for everyone.



Model: Eron C4

Size: 54-17-145

Color: Gold

ERON is classic in shape with subtle angular edges around the bridge.
This best-selling frame is now available in six colourways to ensure there is something for everyone.



Model: Eron C5

Size: 54-17-145

Color: Black

ERON is classic in shape with subtle angular edges around the bridge.
This best-selling frame is now available in six colourways to ensure there is something for everyone.



Model: Eron C6

Size: 54-17-145

Color: Blue

ERON is classic in shape with subtle angular edges around the bridge.
This best-selling frame is now available in six colourways to ensure there is something for everyone.



Model: Edvin C1

Size: 56-17-145

Color: Navy

EDVIN is classic in shape, the lightweight titanium details and pop of colour on the inside temple adds subtle characteristics to this
rimless frame.



Model: Edvin C2

Size: 56-17-145

Color: Brushed Gun

EDVIN is classic in shape, the lightweight titanium details and pop of colour on the inside temple adds subtle characteristics to this
rimless frame.



Model: Edvin C3

Size: 56-17-145

Color: Black

EDVIN is classic in shape, the lightweight titanium details and pop of colour on the inside temple adds subtle characteristics to this
rimless frame.



Model: Henrik C1

Size: 49-19-145

Color: Black

Angular in style, HENRIK stands out with it’s modern shape and bold colourways. Easy to wear, this rimless frame adds a quirky 
statement to any look.



Model: Henrik C2

Size: 49-19-145

Color: Gun

Angular in style, HENRIK stands out with it’s modern shape and bold colourways. Easy to wear, this rimless frame adds a quirky 
statement to any look.



Model: Henrik C3

Size: 49-19-145

Color: Black & Green

Angular in style, HENRIK stands out with it’s modern shape and bold colourways. Easy to wear, this rimless frame adds a quirky 
statement to any look.



Model: Ivan C1

Size: 56-17-145

Color: Black

IVAN is traditionally rectangular in shape, with lightweight titanium details that emphasise the subtle characteristics of this rimless 
frame.



Model: Ivan C2

Size: 56-17-145

Color: Light Gun

IVAN is traditionally rectangular in shape, with lightweight titanium details that emphasise the subtle characteristics of this rimless 
frame.



Model: Ivan C3

Size: 56-17-145

Color: Brushed Blue

IVAN is traditionally rectangular in shape, with lightweight titanium details that emphasise the subtle characteristics of this rimless 
frame.



Model: Marta C1

Size: 51-15-145

Color: Brushed Purple

MARTA is a smaller rimless choice with quirky, angular shaped lenses in a feminine range of colours.



Model: Tekla C1

Size: 50-17-145

Color: Black

TEKLA features rounded lenses with bright and bold inside temples. The quirky bridge offers a distinctive look for all face shapes.



Model: Tekla C2

Size: 50-17-145

Color: Brushed Gun

TEKLA features rounded lenses with bright and bold inside temples. The quirky bridge offers a distinctive look for all face shapes.


